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Abstract6

We revisit the analysis of acoustic traveling waves in thermoviscous7

�uids modeled by what has come to be known as RRG-theory. In8

particular, the propagation anomaly reported in Ref. [1] is resolved and9

conditions under which the traveling wave solutions (TWS)s presented10

here are physically plausible are established for gases and liquids. In11

addition, the analysis is extended to the case of retrograde �uids, the12

�ndings reported here are compared with those of classical acoustics13

theory, and we propose a new dimensionless number based on RRG-14

theory.15
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1 Introduction18

In Ref. [1], we investigated the question of �nite-amplitude acoustic propa-19

gation in thermoviscous �uids under the theory of generalized continua put20
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